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* THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF WEA~PONS A~ND DOCTRINE THE CASE OF THE BRADLEY
INFANTRY FIGHTING VEHICLE by MAJ Benjamin C Freakley, USA, 50 pages

This monograph discusses how well U S Army doctrine exploits
the development of weapons With the rapid ongoing modernization of our
forces, it is imperative that the army make the most out of new
technology

The premise is that current U S Army doctrine and tactical writings
fail to make the maximum use of the weapons that have been developed
The methodology used to defend this premise begins with an introduction to
the problem Disclosing that the struggle between weapons and doctrine is
not new, the introduction continues by arguing that it is critical to striKe
a balance between weapons and doctrine Next, the terms doctrine,
tactics and technology are defined and their relationship to weapons is

* discussed

- - The monograph examines three historical cases to illustrate the
Problem and to reach some conclusions on how doctrine might have better

* exploited the weapons being discussed These examples are the Spencer
repeating rifle in the Civil War, chemical weapons in World Wa- I and the

* Sheridan armored reconnaissance assault vehicle that was developed in the
1960s

Following the historical analysis, the problem is updated by uising the
Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicle as a case study The fi!-st step is a look
at the technological development of the vehicle The genesis of the
Bradley is reviewed from the half-track to the future BIFU A discussion
of the impact of doctrine on Bradley growth and current employment
follows the technological review

The monograph ends w;th an analysis of what effect the lack of
doctrine has had on the Bradley and recommends a method to ensure that
doctrine and weapons complement each other On the next high or

* mid-intensity battlefield, technology guarantees intense and highly
destructive combat For the protection of U S Army soldiers and the
survival of our nation, it is imperative that doctrine exploits new wueapons
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-"I IN nu o

Our difficulty is not mainly in the design,
manufacture, and use of our weapons as

* such Most of our weapons are more nearly
perfect, taken as 'things in themselves,'
'than our enemies', the difficulty lies
in the systems and methods of their use
in battle, in tactics, and the design of weapons
particularly suitable for use in the tactics now
profitable (1)

This statement written by Thomas Nintringham in 1943 was an attempt

to bring British citizens to an understanding of warfare in order to win

the Second World WJar 4hat makes it interesting is that the relationship

between weapons and doctrine has been a constant problem throughout

history Even soldiers cannot agree what has more importance, the weapon
4

*- or how it is employed.

*. Major General J F C Fuller, the noted British military theoretician,

believed that " tools, or weapons, if only the right ones can be

a discovered, form 99 percent of victory."(2) He argued that the "high

superiority" of weapons was the dominant factor in warfare. At the other

end of debate, General William E DePuy, an American practioner and

theoretician, stated that the mission of an army is to organize, train, and

equip forces He added to that mission, " and to employ them properly "(3)

Believing that doctrine was the key, General DePuy stressed the need

" for doctrine to keep pace with technology

The argument between warriors and technologists over the dominance

of weapons versus doctrine has been on going for ages W-hich puint is

%.
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correct is not important What is significant is that a balance

between weapons and tactics must be struck. History points out that

the difference between good armies and great ones is the effective

combination of weapons and doctrine. The Roman phalanx. Swiss pikeman,

and German Blitkig all reflect this balance between new technology and

the proper tactics which produces victory Failure to get the most out

of a weapon system, or even to use it correctly, can result in disaster

such as the French suffered in 1940 The French Army, with the same

basic equipment as the Germans, was defeated because its doctrine did not

maximize the capabilities of the tank.

And how are we doing with this dilemma today) The U S Army in the

1980's is acquiring new weapons at a rate unequaled in our history In the

- past, it has been the adoption of a single weapon used with imagination or

the effective employment of weapons and organizations that revolutionized

warfare, as in Napoleonic times Things are different today, however Now

we are obtaining multiple weapons in all branches of service

-. simultaneously. Systems not ordinarily thought of as weapons, like radios

reconnaissiance vehicles, and utility helicopters, are being procured to

assist us in fighting war Add to these the multiple rocket launchers, new

* 2
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artillery Projectiles, automatic grenade launchers, improved rifles, night

vision devices, infantry and cavalry fighting vehicles and you begin to see

* the magnitude of the problem. In 1986 alon~e, the army Procured, '5,000

M1 Abrams tanks, 3,700 Bradley fighting vechicles, 1,600 Apache and Black

* . Hawk helicoptersi, -71] multiple-launch rocket systems.... (4), and this is

just a sampling~ of t ne modernization effort.

*Many of the weapons have not been tested or proven in combat, yet

- they may have a significant impact of the conduct of battle The question

* is, has doctrine kept pae The Purpose of this paper is to examine how

well U S Army doctrine exploits weapons development The scope of the

paper limits an effective argument to an examination of a single weapon

p. system For this reason, the Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicle (BIFU) will

-. be examined as a case study of a recent attempt to integrate weapons

and doctrine

The premise is that current U S Army doctrine and tactical writings

fail to make the maximum use of the weapons that have been developed (5.F The methodology used to defend this premise begins with definitions,

* followed by an historical review of weapons and tactics in the Civil kWar,

the First W.,orld Wjar and in the 1970's Establishing this foundation of a

recurring Problem, we turn to the Bradley for specifics Initil.y, an

3
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examination of the technological development of the vehicle is discussed

Then, the evolution of the doctrine for M2 employment is reviewed From

this base, the BIFU and its supporting doctrine is analyzed F1nally,

recommendations for future weapon and doctrine development is offered

In thts age of rapid weapon growth, it is imperative that we get the

most out of our weapons As Tom L-intringham warned his nation, "keapons

have no meaning apart from the use of weapons, separated from tactics

they become heavy and nobbly things for tired men to carry or drag "(6)

Or, as I B Holley warned us in 1953, it is probably not too much to

suggest that the survival of entire cultures may hinge upon an ability to

perfect superior weapons and exploit them fully '(7)

II DFF TNTIONS

At this juncture, it will be helpful to identify terms used in this

paper Doctrine is "fundamental principles by which military forces or

elements thereof guide their actions in support of national objectives It

is authoritative but requires judgment in application "(8) Tactics is the

• .. "art by which corps and smaller unit commanders translate potential

p..

. combat power into victorious battles and engagements "(9) Techniques are

"the manner in which technical details are treated or a method of

accomplishing a desired aim "(10) In its own way, each of these terms
0.

.'5,
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-%' relate to weapons

Regarding doctrine, Major General Kenneth C Leuer the Commar -it

of the U S Army's Infantry School, states that, "in theory, doctr-e s".c X

guide the development of force structure and new equipment "i11 F

100-5 says, "tactics, techniques, procedures, organizations, support

structure, equipment and training must all derive f'rom it doctrine

From these statements, we see that doctrine should defire the role of

new weapons as well as provide a framework for future inventions and

* their tactical employment

Tactics, then, narrows the focus down to the use of the weapon

system v4eapons are an element of combat power used at the tactical

- " level Tactical writings outline the specific employment of a weapon

system on the battlefield and defines its relationship to other weapons y13,

Techniques detail the methods of driving, shooting, and maintaining

w .,.ons Also, they apply to drills or formations used to accomplish a

desired task

Doctrine, tactics and techniques are the specific ideas that relate

O the technology to its use in battle Doctrine is the broad base outlining

warfighting that narrows to technical employment of weapons As General

t arryj noted,

5
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~e s .a t s w'- tteni approv~ed byg an appropriate

61- ar I P.,t~ shed Z~ncerning the conduct of military

~*ai~- :ct-re gererailly describes hot.j the Army fights

.- c a.,. nn ~ actc cs and weapon systems are integrated.

cc ~*ar- :~.tc4and co-bat ser )ce support are provided,

r.:- :-es a-e -P- Ile. trained, deployed and employed (l4

t1 t ese te -s~ r -rl. an) hstor cal review of past attempts to

-*e;galte -eap :-s a-d! ~crr s necessary, in the Past, did the U S

-ap-~e e, fect -e -se of new weapon~s as they emerged'- "hat did we

ea-- ~o~s t--e a-ries of anrt,qujtj, Does General Starry's

d escr pt or-, of dIoctrie IF t* PnStorica. examples)~ Now, we turn to American

~*st :r1tof ex~amnples co1 th e struggle between weapons and doctrine.

~'s ~ivg~e _s a base to evaluate now well we are doing today in

explo~t;rg ou-r lei;eoprg weapons

1117 HIS TORIFCAL REUlEi4

The Purpose (if this review is to examine how effective the Uj S A~rmy

has been) in employing new weapons "ith this foundation, we will deter,-ine

if ongoing Bradley development and employment is following any historical

trend

The weapons selected for examination include the Spencer rifle,

chemical weapons in L4k I and the Sheridan tank~ In each example, we

will outline the capabilities of the weapon system and compare it to other

weapons of the time, if applicable Newt, doctrine is examined to see if

4'
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there is congruence between the weapon and tactics, Finally, we will

determine if the doctrine capitalized on the potential of the new weapon

On May 18, 1863, Colonel John T WJilder's Indiana Brigade received its

Spencer repeating rifles An added capability of this infantry unit wuas

its mobility The entire 2,500 man unit was mounted' Wilder's brigade

nad superior motilty and firepower when compared to other Union or

Cofederate ,nfantrj units While the mobility plays a role, it is the

-epower tne introduction of the new technology, the Spencer, that

"terests -is

hristopher Spencer patented his repeating rifle in 1860 (15) It was a

5E-caliber, magazine-fed rifle The seven-round magazine was placed into

the butt of the rifle and the rounds were loaded into the chamber by

means of a cocking lever which also served as a trigger guard WJilder's

troops only had one magazine per weapon requiring a reload between

firings This gave them a firing rate of about 14 rounds per minute The

maximum effective range of the Spencer was 500-600 yards, however its

primary advantage was the volume of fire that it produced

By 1863, most of the soldiers fighting in the Civil WJar were armed

with the Springfield 58-caliber, muzzleloading, percussion-cap rifle Firing

a minie ball, the rifle had an effective range of 500 yards and it "could

7
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hit larger targets like troop formations, at 800 Yards, and at 1,000 yards

the bullet retained sufficient terminal energy to penetrate four inches

of soft pine "(16) kell-traned infantrymen could fire the Springfield four

times a minute A disadvantage of the Springfield was that the firer had

to stand up in order to reload

.A Comparing the Spencer to the Springfield, we note the following

advantages created by the technology of the repeater The Spencer's

volume of fire was three and a half times higher than the muzzleloader

* The prone pos tion was used when firing the repeater giving soldiers more

stability and protection when shooting Thus. Spencer technology brought

increased and more accurate fires to the battlefield

Having equipped his men with new technology, l4ilder should have

changed tactics However, he used the same basic tactical formations

- found in other Union brigades Normally, units attacked with two lines.

soldiers advancing shoulder to shoulder Th:s formation was easy to

0 command and control and allowed for the massing of fires These tactcs

evolved from General "infield Scott's Infantry Tact.s written *r l535 ar

, used in the Mexican Var, in which most Civil "ar leaders had fought

'c"Scott's manual called for advancing at the quick, 110 steps Per -r,nute At

this Pace units could cover 100-150 Yards per minute Facing a mus'ket

ef e I eW V,%%pV
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*having an effective range of 200 yards, these tactics were sufficient and

kept the advancing infantry in the killing zone for only a short time

Just prior to the Civil War, William J Hardee wrote Rifle and L±iht

" Infantr,4 Tactir, "formerly an Academy text and now the official drill and

tactics manual of both armies."(17) The basic change from Scott's method

had the infantry advance at the double quick, 140 steps per minute. This

was just short of a run Although the units could cover the ground more

quickly, they were in the killing zone longer because the ranges of both

the Spencer and the Springfield were superior to that of the musket

Tactics had failed, despite Hardee's modifications, to account for the

impact of the rifle

Now, with the Spencer repeater available, the failure of tactics to

adapt could have been catastrophic Wilder had a tremendous mhate

-advantage at Chickamauga because his superior firepower over the

"onfederates gave the Union an edge Yet, when he dismounted, he still

fought in the same formation as other Union brigades The Indiana brigade

1,ac the abitj to hold more ground and to inflict greater casualties on

t 'e ene)t, based on superior firepower Units with Springfields fought in

-ass formations to produce a sufficient volume of fire Armed with

"-Pe~rers " lder had the firepower to hold the same front with less men

9
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However, neither Wilder nor his commander, General Rosecrans, used the

unit to the fullest extent possible, thereby losing a tactical opportunity

Because Chickamauga was the first battle where a major force was

* equipped with this technology, there was no written doctrine for the

Spencer The Union leadership failed to recognize the advantages

offered in the Spencer.

The lack of doctrine prevented the adoption of the Spencer as the

rif le of choice for the Union. At the end of the war, the Springfield

continued to be the primary infantry wieapon. As Professor I. B Holley

P0ints out,

The value of repeating arms was curtly dismissed

by a Colonel of Ordnance, who pointed out that

they had been known to misfire and that front-

rank men would be 'more in dread of those behind

than of the enemy.' That repeating arms would do

away with the tactical maneuver of multiple ranks

attacking in close order across open ground seems

never to have occurred to this officer(18)

The lack of an idea, a void in doctrine, failed to get the most out of

* the Spencer. The result was that soldiers continued to fight with old

-* weapons and archaic tactics such as the frontal, line assault, which

6contributed to the horrible casualty lists of the Civil War

- In much the same way as the Spencer repeater, which was produced

*at the outbreak of the Civil War, chemical weapons were introduced at the

10



beginning of the First World War On the 22nd of April 1915, German

S pioneer troops released 168 tons of chlorine gas into the French and

British lines in the vicinity of Ypres Canal in Belgium. As the allies

collapsed under the surprise chemical attack, the Germans advanced into
A.

- the gas created gap Equipped with rudimentary gas masks, in the form of

cotton wadding, the attackers gained four and one-half miles in just a

few hours Finally stopped by hasty defenses, the Germans achieved great

success with half the casualties as the allies. In the Ypres gas attack,

the British and French suffered 5,900 casualties(19) W4ith this attack,

. chemicals made a place for themselves in the arsenal of war
A-,

Soldiers of the American Expeditionary Force (AEF) arrived in France

on 28 July 1917, 27 months after the battle of Ypres. The American

Army was well aware of the effects of gas warfare, and should have

had the doctrine to fight on the chemical battlefield. But as Major

Heller points out in his excellent paper, Chemical A'ar fare In ,Vorf]d

* /ar / The lner,-can Evperlence, 1.91,7-.91S,

Given the advantage of viewing the development of

chemical warfare from afar, the United States

Army, upon entering the war, should have been in

a position to operate in a chemical environment

without repeating the costly experiences of the

" French, British, and Germans Unfortunately, this

was not to be the case (20)

"J 11
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* Although the Americans had British and French assistance, equipment

* and doctrine to study and learn from, the lessons were ignored As the

AEF got in the war emphasis on gas warfare steadily increased but too

- much time had been lost to train and instill the needed discipline for this

type of combat. As a result, in defensive operations, troops failed to

wear their masks properly and to decontaminate correctly. In the

offense, American commanders were reluctant to use gas for fear of

German retaliation. Yet, the Germans did not hesitate. "When looking at

the total figures, 27 3 Percent of all AEF casualties ... were caused by

gas "(21)

Major Heller sums it up best,

Had the U S Army's leaders, prior to America's

entry into the war, prepared themselves

intellectually by studying German gas doctrine

or by reviewing observer reports, gas officers

would not have had to overcome such strong

resistance to the tactical employment of

-*chemicals Because the U S Army failed to

* develop gas warfare doctrine, the average AEF

* officer never really understood the potential

value of chemicals Ignorance, shortsightedness

and unpreparedness extracted a high toll at
the front, a toll that the United States with

its intellectual and technological resources

should not have had to pay (22)

'V If the U S Army had realized the lethality and thie Potential of gas

weapons, we could have exploited this new technology for offensive

12
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operations Additionally, by preparing for defensive operations, we would

have prevented the high casualties inflicted by gas However, as in the

case of the Spencer rifle, we have an example where the lack of doctrine,

. resulted in a failure to exploit a weapon properly

'S Turning to the Sheridan armored reconnaissance assault vehicle, we

look at an example of a weapon produced prior to conflict, with doctrine

and army requirements guiding its development In 1959 the United States,
"-S

projecting a massive war against the Soviets on the plains of Europe,

O developed a cavalry doctrine to stem the flood of the Russian hordes

Based on the doctrine, the army would produce three vehicles to help the

cavalry carry out its assigned role

- First, an M-113 personnel carrier would be developed for the

transport of infantry An M-114 scout vehicle would complement the

4 personnel carrier and perform point reconnassiance Finally, the M-551,

Sheridan armored reconnaissance assault vehicle would provide fire

support

The Sheridan had four basic requirements First, it had to be able tc

0 swim the smaller rivers in Europe Next, it had to be air-droppable " 10h

former world "ar II airborne commanders, such as General Maxwell T a'.lor

as the Chief of Staff, arid General James Gavin as chief of research ancd

13
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development, the army was oriented on rapid deployability An air-

droppable Sheridan gave the airborne a coveted armored component The

-s third requirement was for a guided missile capability. Guided missile

technology was advancing and many developers believed that it had an

application to tanks Finally, the vehicle had to fire a main gun round

. (152mm) with a combustible cartridge. This would prevent expended shell

casings from filling up the turret floor.

In 1965, the army came out with the finished product to answer all

these demands The Sheridan wei~oed 17 tons, mounted a 152mm main gun

which fired high explosive, canister, and white phosphorus rounds

2 A idditionally, the Shillelagh missile could be fired through the gun-launcher

i The vehicle had a 7 62mm coaxial machine gun and a searchlight It

was fitted with a grenade launcher for smoke screens and could cruise at

43 miles per hour kJith minimum effort, a swim screen could be erected

. and the Sheridan could swim It seems that the army had produced a light

* weight Goliath Or had it)

The Sheridan was deployed to Uietnam in 1969 with no doctrine for

this t7,Pe of war After all, it had been developed for war in Europe It

1- .as felded with the lth Cavalry which integrated Sheridans with M-113's

",. r ,re suppOrt Unfortunately, M-551s did not have a floor in the hull,

14
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a result of the third airborne test wherein the bottom unexpectedly fell

out Accordingly, developers removed the floor and reinforced the base of

the vehicle However in UVietnam, the major threat to the Sheridan was

mines To counter this, 1,000 pounds of armor were added to the bottom

for protection With this added weight, the vehicle was no longer air-

droppable Furthermore, in order to swim, the Sheridan required increased

freeboard

Alarmingly, the missile was found to cause a build up of carbon

monoxide in the turret, army developers advised that no more than four

missiles per day be fired Moreover, when the missile was fired, it was

- recommended that dismounted soldiers be at least 500 yards away from

the gun since some missiles fell short To make matters worse, the

expendable cartridges on the 152mm rounds were dangerous and had a

tendency to catch fire

Not suprisingly the maintenance record of the Sheridan was poor in

the jungles requiring extensive operator care to ensure that the vehicle

would function Finally, the M-551 could be penetrated by a B-40 rocket

*. or a 50-caliber machinegun, causing a protection problem for the crew

Even with these acknowledged faults, the army argued that the

'. Sheridan was essential because cavalry doctrine required a vehicle to

15
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* complement the reconnaissance M-1l4 and the personnel carrier However,

** by 1970 the Sheridan was costing the U. S, $335,000 per copy, the

government had spent between $1.2 to $1.5 billion dollars to field this

weapon 23)

Some would argue that the Sheridan was an outgrowth of doctrine

But although the army had cavalry doctrine, we failed to define the

role of the new weapon system. The focus had been too narrow with a

"Europe only" deployment consideration. Because of competing

requirements, the vehicle became a hybrid that could not swim, could not

fight and could not be dropped from the air In the case of the Sheridan,

doctrine failed to guide the development of the technology

Ironically, we may have at last identified the proper role for the

Sheridan Today, this relatively "new' weapon system is found at the

National Training Center, portraying a "Soviet Tank", the vehicle it was

designed to fight in Europe

* This brief historical review has Pointed out the tension between

weapons and doctrine In the case of the Spencer, an effective weapon

* was available to the Union army as early as 1861 However, the repeater

was not adopted Its effectiveness was not demonstrated One of the

reasons f or this was a lack of doctrine to exploit the weapon W-ith the

16
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Spencer, troops could have fought in dispersed formations, defended

ground in the prone position, and held wider frontages The Union forces

failed to exploit the weapon.

With chemical weapons, the army saw a weapon being used against

our allies and had time to react to the new technology Yet, we

failed to heed the warnings and did not develop a doctrine to conduct

offensive or defensive chemical warfare

Finallyj, with the Sheridan, we can see that history and experience had

not improved our ability to integrate weapons and doctrine Starting from

scratch with weapon design, we had a chance for doctrine to drive the

growth of the weapon, as General Starry says it should Yet, we failed to

produce the correct weapon for the reasons outlined

In an effort to see if we have learned anything from past mistakes,

let us consider the Bradley Infantry Fighting Uehicle As a first step, we

shall begin by looking at the technological evolution of the system

IU TECHNOLOGICAL iFuEi LpmFNT aE IiE BRADLEY

The infantry fighting vehicle evolved from the armored personnel

carriers (APC) used in the Second World War In that war, the U S Army

- - carried infantrymen in the M3 half-track This open vehicle had poor off
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road mobility Moreover, the soldiers riding in the back were vulnerable to

artillery, grenade and small arms fire At the close of the war, the army

fielded a fully enclosed carrier, the M44 "Unfortunately, the M44 was

* over-large for its task and its payload of 27 infantrymen fell awkwardly

- betweer the requirements of platoon and sections tactics "(24) In 1951

with an excess of aircraft engines available, the M75 was introduced,

followed by the M59, which was amphibious The M59 was under-powered

and had excessive interior heat and noise <25) Up to this point in time, the

tactical role for these vehicles "was to carry the infantryman onto the

objective, behind the tanks, and under air bursting artillery f ire "(26)

In 1956 Tank Automotive Command produced the design requirements

for the next series of APC's These requirements included,

-- high level of protection against both artillery
fragments and small arms fire for a 12-man squad
of infantry soldiers

-- nigh degree of cross country mobility
-- ability to cross inland bodies of water

' -- transportability in aircraft that could carry 16,000
pounds(27)

The vehicle developed from these requirements was the M113 Becoming one

of the world's most ubiquitious armored vehicles, the M113 carried a squad

of twelve men and mounted a 50-caliber machine gun However, the

'principal criticism of the Ml13 has been that it was designed only to

transport infantrymen to or from the scene of their action "(28)

, Eacn of the previously mentioned APCs were battle taxis When the

, infantry were mounted, they could not see the battlefield To get into

the fight, the soldiers had to dismount "Mechanized infantry tactics for

-. troops equipped with the M113 usually call for troops to attack or defend

on foot, relying on vehicle-mounted machine guns for supporting fire ".29)

What the army wanted was a vehicle that could support and fight
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alongside tanks

In response to the cry for an infantry "fighting Uehicle', the Pac'f'c

Car and Foundry Company conducted a concept study in 1964, and produced

the XM701 This vehicle "was superior to the original M113 in having a 20mm

' gun turret and rifle ports as well as vision blocks for its riflemen "(30)

The infantry could fight in this vehicle, and see the battlefield as they

crossed the terrain However, its combat weight of 24 5 tons was

considered too high and the XM701 was not bought by the army

Therefore, in 1967, FMC, the company which produces the M113.

redesigned this PoPular APC by placing rifle ports and vision blocks in the

troop compartment A 20mm gun cupola was added and the protection for
0

the infantrymen was achieved by using steel armor This fighting vehicle

was designated as the Xt1765 (31) The complexity of this prototype, cost

and the war in Uietnam ended further development of the XM765

The conclusion of the Uietnam War refocused the army on Eu rope,

specifically on the Soviets The Russians fielded an infantry fighting

vehicle known as the BMP in 1967 It has a low silhouette, swims, is fast

and mounts a 73mm smooth-bore gun, a coaxial 7 62mm machine gun and an

' artitank guided weapon (ATG")(32) It was the BMP, in addition to Soviet

tanks, which grabbed the attention of U S Army developers

In 1972 the army produced new requirements for future fighting

vehcles According to P M Ogorkiewicz, a noted journalist on armored

fght.ng vehicles, these requirements

which served as the basis of the development
%" of the new mechanized infantry combat vehicle

MIC,) called for a fully armored trackedSjehicle capable of carring a squad of infantry and
hay.ing a stabalized 20 to 30mm automatic cannon

• and a coaxial machine gun as well as rifle ports
TPe MIC'., was to be capable also of swimming across
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inland waterways and being transportable in C-141
and C-5 aircraft (33)

Given these new requirements, FMC went to work and produced the

XM723 The prototype carried 12 men, organized with a driver, gunner, nine

man dismount squad and a commander Firepower was produced by a one

man turret, mounting a 20mm gun and a 7 62mm coaxial machine gun The

turret was operated by both electric and hydraulic systems The men in

the back could fire the M3AI, 45-caliber submachine gun through rifle

Ports The commander had his own cupola, mounted behind the driver's

Positoor The vehicle weight was 18 tons (34)

As the XM723 was being tested, major developments arose, impacting on

tne program In 1973 the Arab-Israeli War demonstrated the effectiveness

ol ATGMs Additionally, new analysis of Soviet armor raised questions

about the ability of the 20mm gun to penetrate the BMP To add to this

Pnonlem, Department of Defense analysts became focused on the massive

* Sovet armor threat in Europe Their greatest concern was the Russian

advantage over NATO in tanks (three to one) One way to counter this

m-aiance was with PTGMs As these problems surfaced, developers looked

for solutons and found a possible answer close at hand

Parallel to the MICU project, the army was testing the TON4

Bushmaster Antitank Turret (TBAT) This two man turret was equipped with

tie 25mm Bushmaster chain gun and the tube launched, optically tracked,

wire-command link guided (TO") missile Adding the TBAT technology to the

* P723 would give the vehicle the firepower to defeat the new BMPs and

* _ounter the Soiet armor with ATGMs

Hoowever, these changes in the XM723 would drive up production costs

7hs worried successive Secretaries of Defense because the budget for

t ,,s ,ehicle was a vast increase over what was usually spent on the
20
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The final impact on XM723 growth occurred when the army changed its

capstone doctrine in 1976 The new operations field manual, FM 100-5,

* oriented tactics on the "active defense. Let us examine each of these

developments and their effect on the XM723 in turn

By the Arab-Israeli Nar of 1973, iATGMs had proliferated the

ba ttlIe f ielId "The initial Arab assaults made by armor and mechanized

infantry, gained considerable ground Israeli tank forces, thrown against

Egyptian and Syrian positions, were beaten back by heavy missile and gun

fire' The lesson for combat on both fronts was that armor could not

* make headway against the dense infantry antitank defenses unless it

operated in a coordinated manner with infantry, combat engineers and

artillery."(35) Accordingly, army leaders felt that they needed to ensure

that the XM723 would work well with tanks and suppress antitank fires

In these years, doctrine as articulated in FM 100-5, stressed

defensive tactics Yet, the XM723 was offensive in orientation Its

purpose was to maintain the momentum of armored attacks The

divergence between doctrine and weapons concerned the Congress and Dofl,

who wondered if the vehicle was a costly luxury

* Moreover, aside from cost considerations, there was serious doubt

*about the abilities of the 20mm gun The army needed a gun that would

suppress antitank missile systems as well as defeat the EMP k-ith the

* increase in the front slope of the BMP and added armor, the concern was

that the 20mm would not do the job

At the same time the TBAT Program was adv ~ncing par allel to the

*MICU and was being considered as a turret for a future scout vehicle

The technology offered many advantages over that in the XM723 turret
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The Bushmaster could def eat Soviet light ar-mor ar-d suppr-ess $4T3"S he

TOW could defeat tanks Developer-s began to examine th~e passit Itj :

V. using the TBAT on the XM723

The biggest impact on the MICU Pr-ogr-am was from tn)e DoD a-a. jst s

With their concern over Soviet ar-mon and the capabilities of t,-e "17-1

doubt, it appear-ed that the pr-ogr-am was doomed to caniceilat a"

MICU was, in fact, going down the tubes ";"
and had been for-mally canceled t~j DoD "-hat
r-evived the pr-ogram and tr-ansformed t r-to the
fighting vehicle system" (the M2 and t '_ iY P cma r'

M3 cavalry r-econnaissance vehicle ,was Zod's -e::g- t 2
fr-om its own comrputer- odeled war-gamrrg st .i es
that a vehicle as numer-ous on) the bat tlef eld as a-
IFY would have to be offered an excellent oPP3't, '-
to Pr-olifer-ate antitani- missile defenses 36

- General Donn Starr'y stated that ''"-e, that s we Ti P~C ',--I-air 'i 3->

Doctr-ine Comn-iand), dec-dea to Pu,.t the TQ~v or the b eza a.se wLe

r1 ealized that if we did not put the To" on the wI~ e cdP

* never have an MICY "p37) iThe compr-omise to ro,-,t "e T:-i- o- t-e sjse-

*satisy-fing DoD and Congr-ess, comb,red the KM723 -tz, a f 9g-t ig e", c:e 3-c

- tank destroyer, changing the IFU in sever-al ways

The Pr-oblems identified in the XM723 developre-t were e :t f e!~ '-

replacing the exisiting tur-ret on) the MICiy with the -Bi'47 EB ans..e-e::

many of the questions posed by DoD and Congress 'he '0 s-iste-

ncr-eased the antitank density on the Eur-opean battlefield 'oe E --

could destroy lightly ar-mar-ed vehicles, fining ar-man per-c ng a - -> 3*

a gr-eater range High explosive 25mmf rounds would suppress a-* *a-

weapons These capabilities were added without an nrease nr Pe' so- e.

vehicles In fact, the IFO reduced the size of 'the -ar*- s ~L. 31 '

eleven down to nine men

The added size of the twjo man t,-jr-et reduced sa':-e 4. 1e-

'Cf2 2?
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tle troop compartment Further encroachment on space was created by

t1)e need to store a reload for the TOW in the squad area These changes

:ause. a reorganization of the squad Three men crew the vehicle as the

jr ver, gunner and commander, six other soldiers fight from the back with

the f rrng Port weapons or dismount

Concern over the fielding an offensive weapon linked with the "active

,eferse' was alleviated when the TOW was added to the vehicle The ATGM

,-.

;a .e the *M723 a defensive role which nicely dovetailed into the current

1Joct- ne In 'act, In fal e,-Vi magazine stated in 1980 that "long range

art a--nor f re is one of the primary elements of the active mobile

- e-se

Ha trog combined the TBAT with the XM23, creating the XM2, the

soste- uas ready for production t n 1981 the first vehicle left the line

3-1 'al ar-rny testing began Two years later the first Bradley battalion
as e. e at Fort Ho and the army had its fant fihn ehcle

the e , inf ntr fightins vehicleun

*' ." ~ i was the product delivered to the army twenty five years after

*31. -e4irements were identified)

* 'e -2 Bradley infantry fighting vehicle is a 24 5 ton, fully tracked,

gits : a armored system It can travel 300 miles at at speed of 45mph on

ga,, S 73e BIF has the same cross-country speed as the M r tank An

e'ectable barr-er gives the M2 a swimming capability The 25mmry Bushmaster

g- .s stat ,zed Permitting firing on the move The 7 62mm coaxial machine

.- s. PP es additi onal Protection for the Bradley The TOWe missile system

9es ta ,eh,icle the capability to destroy enemy tanks as distant as 3,000

e,- -rnament is c'impleted with six ball mounted 5 56mm firing Port

" ae P S zs - the fantrymen in the rear of the vehicle use to fight

.- J
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.The TO", 25rm gun and the 7 62mm machine gun are all aimed through

the integrated sight which includes a thermal-imaging unit providing target

acquisition under any conditions The squad is protected by a hull made of

aluminum armor with space laminate steel armor plates bolted onto the

side The turret is protected by a steel armor face This armor shields

the soldiers from artillery fragments and small arms fire up to and

including 14 5mm heavy machine gun fire

4 Additional protection comes from the vehicle speed and the ability to

generate smoke screens The 500 horsepower engine gives the Bradley the

acceleraton to dash from cover to cover The smoke grenade launchers

or the turret produce a smoke screen within seconds of firing Also, the

-enicle generates additional smoke by releasing fuel onto the exhaust0
r -r-an!fold Internally, the crew is protected from fire by the halon fire

e(. nguishers

Even with the notable characterisitics listed above, today the Bradley

is under Political fire Critics from the media, Congress and within the

army are voicing new concerns about the IFU The size, cost, survivabilityj

. swimming capability and amount of infantry are in question The Bradley is

the largest of all of the world's IFUs and stands taller than the M1 tank

This results from the addition of the TBAT turret and by having a vehicle

' that .,ill seat most American soldiers The Soviets had solved this problem

by having height restrictions placed on BMP infantrymen The high

silhouette causes the Bradley to stand out, making it an easier target

The current cost of the Bradley is $1 2 million dollars each The

primary cost is in the optics and fire control systems These syjstems

were added on to the M2 with the TBAT

Bradley survivability questions have been raised as a result of DoD

m44- 24
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- testing The primary concern is that the crew will be destroyed by simple

hand-held Soviet rockets, similar to the B-40 which created problems for

* the Sheridan in Uietnam The stowage of additional ammunition, fuel and

* the aluminum armor is claimed to be a major disadvantage, but recent

testing has proven that the aluminum will not burr. and that the fire

. suppression system was effective in "instantly extinguishing fuel fires and

. making secondary fires of any kind-as opposed to explosions-unlikel y (39)

Nonetheless, there was a sensationalist outburst against earlier army

testing by the Congress and the media in the middle 1980s While the

packaging of internal ammunition prevented any explosion from a

fragmentation hit, secondary explosions did occur when there was a direct

* hit on the ammunition

- In the future, the army is considering increasing protection for the

squad This involves adding a Kevlar fabric armor antispall liner, reactive

. armor and moving ammunition and fuel to the outside of the vehicle

* However, current types of reactive armor will add at least one and a half

tons of weight to the BIFU Similar to the Sheridan, these changes will

slow the vehicle down, increase its profile and have a major impact on its

• fragile swimming capability Also, the additional weight will overload the

transmission, which is already suffering excessive breakdowns

, Swimming it turns out, is the current storm facing the M2 Several

vehicles have sunk in testing and use Recently, a soldier died when a
C,

Bradley that was not rigged for swimming, sank in a hidden water-filled

sinkhole Arrmy data, however, shows that with over 10,000 swimming

"" operations, there have onl'y been about 12 sinkings,(40) and FMC is

4 continuing to improve the swimming capability of the system Nonetheless,

the controversy, fanned by those who have taken a liking to criticizing the
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Bradley, continues

Another dispute surrounding the Bradley is over the amount of

infantrymen it delivers to the fight Retired Major General Richard

Scholtes, a commander with recent Bradley experience states that, "Our

17,000-soldier Armored division with ten maneuver battalions can dismount am1

strength of only 960 infantrymen "(41) He questions whether this is enough

for tactical success With the reduction of the infantry squad from

* twelve to nine, there are concerns as to whether or not there are enough

men to accomplish all of the dismount missions in combat (42)

Finally, the role of the Bradley is in question by many Its added

. antitank role causes the M2 to be a critical target for enemy tanks ard

ATGMs Yet, its armor is not robust enough to slug it out with tanks,

even with projected improvements in protection

But the focus should not be on the mechanical adequacy of the

. machine Throughout this paper the argument has been made that ideas

must accompany weapon development No matter how good the weapon is,

wihout the pr-per tactics and techniques an advantage will not be gained

The IFU, no matter how refined as ;tern of equipment it might be. used

incorrectly, will be disastrous "It is not without reason that after t he

1973 Yom Kippur WJar it was reported that the Israelis judged the

technicail') excellent BMP to be an 11 man coffin "(43) With these sober -9

thoughts in mind we turn to the development of Bradley doctr-ne

0 BRADLEY and DOCTRINE

"We fielded the MI/M2 without doctrine "(44) Brgadier General Jo-

".- w riw made this observation as the Assistant Division Commander of the 5t

. echanized Divsion He is not alone in hiS assessment In the Keynote

- Address to the Anrmor Conference in 1977, General Depuy stated that.
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generaily, speaking We in the Amer-can A~rmy still haven't learned how. to

-. se Dmr Panzer Grenaders 'mechanized infantry.men) Of all the f orces on

a v.eri (rl.-ot),le. hig~l,.- lethal, armor-dominated battlefield, armored

nf ant-. or iecanze fantry,, presents us With the most dif ficult

* p-oblem- oF -or.-ect combat utilization "'(45) The problems associated With

e ) emp'.o. e rt *:f echanized nif antry,. Were compounded With the introduction

C OZI' Cerne-al DeA. indicates that, "The antitank guided missile came

rto t~e arm,, as a tag-a-long Weapon with the infantry The inf artry,,

- I dn' know --w to 'us it because you put the inf antry over- in the Woods

an pc sqtes a~ar or a 3,000 meter missile as a position

ove in the wioods '4t3

In ipril 1978 the Infantry. Fighting 'Jehicle Task Force Study Results

zonf rmed the requirement for the Bradley The Department of the Army

Jdrected study. based its r ec ommendat ions on existing doctrine ii'ccording

to th'e report, J~h S A rmy fights an active defense The objective of

d efense s to attrt (si, and destroy the enemy-not to h"old terrain ",47

* '1 e stiJyj further stated that a defense must possess antiarmor Weapons

su5 ff --,ert q~ar,,tj and depth in order to absorb and defeat an enemy

ar-nYo~ed. attack 4,;r

Jut ingthe role of mechanized infantry, the Task Force determninedl

tat,f.t s c:apable of hiolding terrain dismounted it can,
Je sit ry t ar~ s, lightly ar mor ed vehic les and inf ant r
e thier mouinted or dismounLrted It can pro-v.ide Sur-

eIAance and secu-riti- under all conditions eithermcre
0or Jismounted Bi-t ,nfantr _ is vulnerable to all weapoi-s

.ijher dism^)ounted and its current capab,l:ties are l-m teJ
b'j the rifantry4 carrier ' M113) 149)pi scvssing the proper use of 'the To" the findings stlated tat e-h~

Poss ble ijithouit degrading the IFi)'s r ole as a f ighting _ehi ole, t he IF 's

~T 3M 111 t~e employed to engage enemy armored v~ehcles and f ort if e,:
2 7
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positions "(50)

This report combined with the army's leaders doubts about infantry

tactics presented doctrine writers with several dilemmas The TRADOC

Commander, General DePuy did not believe that the army had mechanized

tactics right The TOW further compounded the role of the infantry The

IPU Task Force stated the need for a high density of ATGMs, yet, it said

that the TOW on an IFU should only be used without degrading the role of

the vehicle Also, there was confusion cofncerning the mechanized infantry

irission of holding terrain, on a battlefield where the objective was

attr tion of the enemy, not holding terrain' ith writers trying to sort

..out these problems, there is little wonder why infantry fighting vehicle

doctrine uas not forthcoming Yet, the influence on emerging Bradley

loc:-tri e did nct end here

.gain, 3eneral DePuy writing in 1980 noted that,

Zefense analysts, preoccupied with the Russian
tan- threat, wished to convert the MICU into
a prmar. tank killer This tendency was
reir-f orced by the fact that the simulation
-- oDels available to the analysts were never
atle to cope with the complexity or even the
r"ole of the mechanized infantry, and focused

* Zr the tattles between tarks and antitank

.eapors For ,gears all the simulation war
";-es ended before the first infartry became

""- [:.ed 1'

- e ar 4jent s o' ,e- the simulation driven requirement to add

• ' e ' ,eneral DeP.y tells is that. "Conspicuous by ts

.. S e a, e debate ,oas anj rneaningfuJl discussion of its primary

" s; c s as ar .nantri. f ghtng vehicle "K52-)

- IYe r r' ,j ' ghtlrq ,,ehicle program continued with testing, the

S 'ae r a ?5erent mechanized nfantry doctrine and the ideas to

test ep>: t eI F Moreo.ver in 198 , FM 100-5, 0peratlon. F changed
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from the "active defense" to "AirLand Battle " In the midst of all this, we

were developing an expensive wonder weapon that no one knew how to

employ In 1980, Brigadier General (Ret) Richard E Simpkin, the noted

British theoritician of mechanized warfare, wrote.

'Yet, even articles in journals like Infant,-y by
officers concerned with the MICU trials--and
thus presumably enthusiastic--give very little
indication of why they want this vehicle or how
they will use it The approach is very much 'well,
I guess we have to have this MICU, 'cos everybody
else has one so otherwise we'll be disadvantaged (53)

Mechanized infantry doctrine should have been shaping the

0
- development of the vehicle and defining its role Instead, the vehicle

produced the doctrine The Chief of Tactics at the U S Army's Infantry

School, Lieutenant Colonel Michael H Hansen, in a speech to Canadian

. Officers in 1983, stated that, "We face very few changes at battalion level

- as a result of air-land battle doctrine The equipment and weapons we

are oringing into our tactics are, on the other hand, forcing us to adjust

our tactics Examples of these weapons are the "1I Abrams tank, the M2

Bradley infantry fighting vehicle and a host of other weapons and

equipment "(54)

LTC Hansen's observations were reinforced by the Army Research

Institute ARI) In a report, based upon the examination of Bradley

doctrine, ARI concluded that, "The delivery of BIFijs to units and the

-w development of new concepts for employment have proceeded concurrentl

However, development of new or modified tactical guidance for operational

employment of these capabilities, particularly at the levels of

. * companj/platoon/squad, have not kept pace "(55)

Serving as a staff officer at Seventh Army Training Command, during

1983, I observed that the only tactical guidance provided to the first
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* Bradley battalion was Special Text (ST) 7-7J, he hnized Infantr y

PatEon A= (Bradley ! This ST, " was the first attempt to establish

standard tactics, techniques, and operational procedures for the

mechanized infantry platoon and squad equipped with the M2 Bradley

fighting vehicle "(56) ST 7-7J, a good attempt to get doctrine into the

hands of the soldiers who would have to fight the vehicle, left holes in

the employment of the Bradley Tactical considerations above the Platoon

level were not available to commanders Furthermore, the doctrine did not

take advantage of the superior technology Concepts exploit:ng the use of

thermal sights, the speed of the Bradley and the best use of infantrmen

were not present As a result, commanders facing a void in doctrine

employed the BIFUs similar to Mll3s, forgoing the advantages created by

the technology

We have determined that tactical employment did not accompany the

development of the Bradley Doctrine did not shape the production of the

IF U, computer based simulations and "knee jerk" reactions to the enemy

provided the impetus Moreover, the initial units that received the new

weapon did not have the guidance needed to take advantage of the

technology Wie must now determine if current Bradley doctrine is getting

" the most out of the weapon system, four and a half years after coming

nto se-vice
F eld "anual 100-5. peratns, is the U S Army's capstone publication

corcerning warfighting "It furnishes the authoritative foundation for

su-tordinate doctrine, force design, materiel acquisition, professional

ed'jcat~on, and individual and unit training "(57> In its role as a foundation

for s, bordinate doctrine, FM 100-5 defines the missions of mechanized

nfantr,. It states that,
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Mechanized infantry complements armor through
its ability to seize and hold grouLnd It provides
overwatching antitank fires and suppresses enemy
infantry and antitank guided missile elements
Infantrymen can dismount-

To patrol difficult terrain
To clear or emplace obstacles and minefields
To infiltrate and attack enemy positions
To protect tanks in urban and wooded areas
and in limited-visibility conditions (58)

Furthermore, the manual goes on to state that, "4hen equipped with

infantry fightng vehicles, the mechanized infantry can accompany tanks in

mounted assault, although care must be taken in determining when and

where infantry must dismount to accomplish their mission "(59)e

From 100-5, two basic missions for mechanized infantry are defined

In offensive operations, the primary function of IFV equipped nt antry is to

maintain the momentum of armored forces On the defense, infantry holds

ground and protects the force, especially tanks

In light of these roles, we will examine current Bradley doctrine

Checking the offensive employment of the vehicle and its dismounts, we will

determine if the doctrine takes advantage of the weapon The process is

repeated with defensive tasks The brief overview of doctrine will

reveal if the U S Army is exploiting Bradley technology Additionally,

- the examination will assess how well the technology allows the infantry to

accomplish the missions outlined in FM 100-5

The speed of the M2 gives it the capability to attack with the Ml

tank Additionally, this strength makes the vehicle a tougher target for

the enemy Combining the speed with the stabilized, 25mm Bushmaster,

t e infantry has in the Bradley a superb of fens ve weapon The BIFU

, supports armor attacks with two principal means Using 25mm high

explosiv ammunition, the Bradley suppresses enemy ATGMs Soviet BMPs

* are destroyed with 25mm armor piercing ammunition Moving in close
-~ * 31
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proximity to Ml tanks, M2 fires complement the tank and maximize both of

the weapon systems The Bradley protects the tank, and the tank

destroys enemy armor Our doctrine ascribes to this combined arms

approach for the Bradley ,60) However, when checking the manuals for

TON employment, doctrine limits the Bradley

i F" 7-7J, :La...1e,-tanizPd Platoon aA Ju_qLaa (radieW, states that one

of the Bradley o f fensive capabilities allows the BFU to suppress enemy

BMPs, tarks and 4TGrS s at a relatively safe standoff distance, from long

oye-atch, pcst crs 11 500-3 000 meters) (61) In order to fire the TON at

a .naxmu, starcof, 1 range, the Bradley must be stationary for 22 seconds

n s :s te amount of t me required for the missile flight Nhile the BIFU

s stat c t s hgr , Iuinerable The large silhouette and light armor.

combined with t' -e TO" signature, make the M2 a standout target on the

batte' eld Actnng as an antitank weapon, the vehicle is subject to

I intense artillery, tank and ATGM fires

:ncidentally, the Soviets have fielded the BMP1 which shoots a 30-nm

cannon out to 3000 meters and an AT-5 (Spandrel) out to 4000 meters ,621

These capabilities give Russian infantry the means to destroy Bradleys

before they can be engaged by the M2's weapons

Pn additional aspect of using the TO" in offensive operations is

pointed out by BG Simpkin "hen writing of the dilemma created by

adding missiles onto armored vehicles, he believed that, "The ATGFis tend to

drag the tank or the IFO back from where it ought to be into

overwatchring positions "(63)

Instead of being up to support the tanks maintaining the momentum.

the Bradley is back, out of the close in fight From this position, the

BIFu cannot suppress close in enemy infantry, PTGMs or BMPs in reverse
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slope defenses Moreover, when the Bradley ,s in this tank destroyer role

- an additional infantryman must stay with the vehicle to reload the TO"

. This reduces the Platoon dismount strength to 16 men, provided the

platoon began at full strength

Continuing with the dismounted infantry, offensive doctrine

assigns mechanized soldiers the missions to breach obstacles, suppress

close in infantry, and assault enemy infantry Additionally, these soldiers

conduct infiltrations gaining positional advantage to support tank and BIFU

assaults by fire These missions ensure the momentum of the attack and

protect the Mls and M2s 64)

Tactics specify Bradleys follow tanks, if available, when conducting

mounted attacks These attacks are only to be undertaken against light

resistance The infantryman's role in these attacks is to ensure a high

-)olume of suppressive fire using the firing port weapon (65) The mounted

assault doctrine is vague and does not account for Bradle, technology If

anything, the basic tactical manuals, FM 7-7J and FC 71-1J are too

cautious when it comes to mounted assault (66) The doctrinal writings are

replete with warnings concerning mounted assaults, because of the M2's

'- ' gt armor They fail to recognize the superior firepower and speed of

the system Yet, the manuals place too much reliance on the capabilities
./1

of the fmrmng Port weapons* ..

BIFY defensive tactics call for the destruction of the enemy and
K%

O tre controlling or retaining decisive terrain Discussing the use of

ElF- i)s in defensiue manuever, Field Circular 71-1J, ILa Tank and Mechanized

ina.aoz £y pamn' Team, states, "The BFU must be positioned carefully to

IV enable it to maximize both TOW and 25mm fires and to link up with the

dasmourt team as necessary ".67 This type of guidance limits the
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capabilities of the Bradley The Bradley turret weapons require different

siting to maximize their effectiveness The vehicle must be level to fire

the TO"4 The 7 62mm coaxial machine gun should be in a position to place

enfilade fire on the enemy The gun, when firing 25mm armor piercing

. ammunition, should be placed to shoot on light armor avenues of approach,

while high explosive fires are planned on likely enemy ATGM overwatch

positions This may sound complicated, but if the vehicle is not tied to

* terrain due to dismount or TOL" considerations, the Bradley's weapons are

a tremendous asset in the defense

*- But the tactics in FM 7-7J and FC 71-1J tie the Bradley down These

. manuals cite that there are four basic methods of BIFU employment i the

defense, these being,

-BFUs and rifle teams of the same battle position
covering the same avenue of approach

-BFUs and rifle teams on the same battle Position
covering different avenues of approach

-BFUs and rifle teams on different battle posit~ors
covering the same avenue of approach

-BFUs and dismount elements consolidated at compari
team level under company team control 68)

These methods are restrictive and infer that the vehicle must be close to

the dismounts This is not the case at all "ith the 25mm gun, infantry

" can be supported by vehicles from over 2000 meters In fact, the

vehicles can fight forward of the dismount defensive position and shape

the battle by forcing the enemy into kill zones 14e are too conservative

in our tactics with the relationship of dismounts and vehicles Mechanized

infantrymen do not have to be tied to the Bradley They can be supported

by the system from great ranges More importantly, they can operate

ndependentlj, without the fighting vehicle

iilthough the ciuirrent doctrine has these shortcomings, for the most

part, todayj's Bradley doctrine is improving to take advantage of--
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technology Care is taken to point out that the system is vulnerable

because it is lightly armored. The 25mm gun is emphasized as the main

weapon on the Bradley (69) M2 units are capable of conducting the

missions outlined for mechanized infantry in FM 100-5, however their

- capabilities are not unlimited The greatest constraint is the amount of

* dismount infantry

The problems in current publications are that we rely on the TO" too

much and that the mechanized infantryman's role is too closely tied to the

vehicle This tactical guidance fails to use new technology to its

v-.u fullest

ke have seen that the Bradley has been inhibited by doctrine in its

- development and initial employment The U S Army must perfect weapons

. and exploit them with effective tactical guidance Now, let us see how

the Bradley has been affected because doctrine failed to exploit

technology

ul I SSFSS;MENT

To evaluate the interrelationship of weapons and doctrine, a model is

necessary. In 1943 Thomas "^ntringham proposed one in his book, The

." Stor! QL kap and Tactics He developed three primary elements n

battle mobility, hitting power and protection (70) Mr "4intringham also

added morale, but did not expand on it in his work Colonel Huba kiass de

%ow Czege updated the model in his monograph, Understan-rdlng and

Pei'eJoplng Combat Power He stated that maneuver, firepower.

V.' protection and leadership are the keys to combat power (71) Col "ass de

Czege argued that his analytical framework was applicable to the

identification of materiel needs and the development of doctrine (72) kIth

this model, the assessment of the Bradley and its doctrine is completed
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The BIFU contributes to the elemnt of maneu_.,'e- tS'1 sreez a-

agility It has a range of 300 miles, the same as the "l13 ti-t at ote

the fuel Developed during the era of "active defense,' the 'eP--,--e -ee ze:

to sprint from cover to cover to fight this doctrine o& . t,-rar

Battle doctrine, units need to move on the battlefield to st-'ke eeP 3t

the enemy or to counterattack to disrupt eremy mome-ti-m 're Br a&ej

with its hig ,,er fuel consumption better suits the old doctrne n) tlhs area

A Bradley battalion needs more fuel trucks These additional veh-cles S.:

down the overall maneuver ability of the task f orce In, the act .,e

defense, task forces fell back on their supply- base

An initial requirement for the "2 was for the vehcle t w

Balance this capability against the highlylealbtefedn ' eme

doubtful if the Bradley will ever suim wnteri enem , forzes are r-ese-t

Th~e "2's swim barrier can) ne destroy~ed by small arms f7 re :art l.e- j

f~agments If this h'appens the ,eh -,cle sinks The bar.e, s a -es-1 :1

the ncrease .Lweight :a..seJ ni a~iddrg the TE4 e : : e .,e: _-e- s

stated that he u) e'g t o f 4~ 60 cr 400Pojrds L~l 1'. oce _s to ar

e erectable bar'-er l0'- 5sm' r 5mlar t:o tat :)r t~e "c-'_ -ne- :ar

* ec:all t->3t t-e F7 lal I-o ie 'deP ,,.ate nbj a-4 :-- aft

s g ~ae s* sale g -,3e e-at _e :~ee' t1e le g' ~as -:-e~3e

-a- gae~ le a 3 --- C i O e 3

* e t S S I* eg 1le-e

e e :e-3 e - -j. 1  ' .* *
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o : 'P e-e-ts tank~s so that armored momentum is maintained But, we ha-ve

see- tn)at that 7Q.3" was strapped on, not based upon history or doctrine,

1-t nezause of war gamne simulations In 1979 ',-17v, magazine noted that,

Z:. stateme-ts rarely stress the or-iginal mission of aiding and protecting

* :'~'s o~tar<s in the armored assault, so that what was conceived as an

c'171en-s .ve _ .eapon is now seen Primarily in a defensive context '(74) The

t ,-'ed th)e "2 into a defensive vehicle And what of the TO"') BC,

-p r argues that the 'IFU's antitank role is an emergency one or, at

n e ost a stop gap mission "(75) However, current tcisepo h

'"as th'e rule not the exception And what did adding the TOWJ cost the

- "~antrj TI-ree mnen from each squad were lost due to turret size and

* ~ Nstowage In the antitank< role a fourth man stays with the BIFU

* . -~~'reducing the dismount team to five Another result was that the

* -e, s-ng the firing Port weapons were forced to "observe and operate

S tn)eir f -'rg Port weapons at right angles to the line of fire V76)

p ~ s to the uityof the firing port weapons, "while it is possible for,

:P. -ews to use 5 56mm or 7 62mm pe-sonnel weapons from under armor

--:,e, thnere is no Proof that such weapons can be effectively brought to

n ear at Ymore than Point blank ranges "'(77) The Bradley firing port

eap:us are e~tremreli-y d fficult to use and have limited utility 41so, the

-- st be remno'ed from the back inl order for the ramrp to be

e- r Per rfartr .j dismolunt

ega : pr :otector, it s clear that the Bradley is light 19

-0- j -s o" tlie requremrents to be air transportable and haiye

P - - -~e f gii,4-9 ;eh'cle te able t- IFrgh* wi'

*~C- 1 J-, e -e- -- ep ~ somre Prcitec, orr_- t caj

e: ge . ~ ~t e, ' 1 g ie-,- I~es pri jes -ore
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Here, current doctrine is making the most out of the vehicle However,

the army is considering adding weight to the vehicle in the gliise of

protective (e g reactive) armor This modification is based less on tactical

requirements than on political pressure. A vehicle as heavy as a tank

armed with only a 25mm gun is hardly cost effective Better tactics might

more effectively give the required protection to the vehicle without the

debilitating trade offs

Finally, leadership presents us some problems Most of these are

self imposed Tactical writings are preoccupied about what leader

dismounts and when. Additional concerns are over who commands the

ground element versus the command of the vehicle element These

problems might have been avoided if we had stayed with a one man turret

At any rate, dealing with them is not difficult, and the current doctrine

does cover the situation Training and drills will solve the rest

The discussion above illustrates how Colonel "ass de Czege's model

might be used to assess new equipment and doctrine Ps we use models

like this cne, the army must ensure that the role for the weapon is

defined As Lieutenant General Franz Uhle-Lettler stated in 1984, the

"Infantry needs officers who take the trouble first to define the job

they want their infantry to do and who then design the machines which

their infantry requires for the job assigned "(78) This idea is central to

the issueV The army must settle this problem LTG Uhle-kettler, maintains

! -' " that, "[t~he role of mounted infantry is battle against enemy

Sfnantr'- "(79) BG Simpkin says that, "Armored infantry maintains the

l' mobility of the tanks, the IFU supports both the tank and its squad and

maintains the mobility of both "(80) Col Wass de Czege argues that, ""e
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need infantry whose primary mission is to support the advance of the tank

Let's call this armored infantry "(81) Finally,

recent combat experience in the 1967 and 1973 Middle
East Nars suggests that APC's or IFUs are generally used
to fulfill the following roles. They provide suppressive
direct fire cover for- tanks against manportable antitank
missiles and rocket launchers. They allow infantry to close
with enemy units, providing protection against some anti-
personnel weapons (fragmentation and bullets) (82)

If we take these roles and combat experiance, we can define the

. mission of the weapon L4ith the role developed and a model like Col iass

de Czege's, technologists and tacticians can ensure that doctrine exploits&
" weapons The Bradley is a fine weapon, and if its role is settled upon

. and its tactics refined, it will serve us well

U1l CONCLUSIoNS

Using the B-ad]ey as a case study, we have determined that once

again doctrine has not exploited technology The U S Army has not heeded

the wiarnings or advice of I B Holley or T H Lintringham, nor have we

learned from history
-4-,

Comparing the Bradley to the historical examples used in this

monograph, much as in the case of chemical weapons other nations had IF~s

that we could have studied to assist us in our own development Both the

Germans and the Soviets had vehicles and doctrine prior to the fieldinq of

the Bradley Like the Sheridan, the Bradley could become a hybrid that
O

does not suit anyone's purpose if doctrine does not maximize what we

have If we add extra armor to the BIFU, the vehicle will be slowed down

W and will not iee; uP with the M1 Peliability will be in question because

the fragile transmission will be further stressed Also, it will be a larger

target, for which the Soviets can always build a bigger bullet

The Bradley and the Spencer Pifle (in ,ts day) were both good
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weapons Like the Spencer, however, the BIFU needs tactical refinement

If the infantry refrains from using the vehicle in the tank destroyer mode

and dismount techniques are improved, Bradley use will be max×mizec

However, this does not excuse developers for lagging behind technology

with tactical doctrine It has been our good fortune that we hrave -ct

had to use the Bradley in combat, and that we have had time to work wit"

technology

And how does the future look regarding the integration of coctrine

and technology" If a recent article in Army magazine is any indicaton

the future is not good The article, The Cect-an/ed Force .7n t

&e,.t Ce eury, is filled with descriptions of potential cost savings and

common modules "hat is missing is hou the weapons will complement

doctrine In six pages, there is one brief statement that. this progr3m

-Jwould provide a complete blueprint for the mechanized force and ers-re

that the service's AirLand Battle doctrine is not saddled with obsolesce-t

teco-nology "83) If we are to get the most out of emerging tecsr

."orne must drive the issue The army does not need to develop a-4

-o-e Se-geant Yorks or Ufpers ke need weapons that our soldiers :a-

"se to .jr)n on the battlefield

:r. mmar., .we return to Thomas vintringham who wared 5,S 44

je 3,s 39o,

more progressive rations sometimes take a breathing spel,
when customs and past ways of doing things are preser,.,e -

conservatism W-hen societies of this sort go to war thelr

generals and other soldiers have an out-of-date idea of hat

war is like They do not alter their tactics to make f,.ll ,se

of the new weapons that science and industry have made a.,ailatie
. Such societies produce armies that are usually destroyed ti *e

armies of nations which are more ready to adopt new methcds
more ready to face changes and to learn quicly the use of ne,.,

.., things (84)
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